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Abstract

The contributions to the free energy change involved in the chromatographic retention of n-alkanes, which are functions of
the solute chain length, are discussed with the aid of recent advances in chain statistics. In the context of a simplified

9theoretical analysis, a discussion is promoted on the molecular nature of the observed slight deviations from linearity of ln tR

9vs. n. A non-linear function ln t (n) is derived from the application of the generalized Van der Waals fluid partition functionR

to the liquid stationary phase. The excluded volume, particularly its dependence on n, is analyzed through the theory of Flory
for dilute solutions of chain molecules.  1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction the field of classical and quantum mechanical statis-
tics [1].

The most widely used retention parameter, theThe retention time of a solute, in the absence of
´Kovats index [2], is based on the application of aextra-column effects, is given by:

relationship linking the retention to the moleculartM
]t 5 t 1 exp 2 DG /RT (1) structure in an homologous series. This is the linearf gR M b

expression for n-alkanes:
where t is the gas hold-up time, a function thatM

9ln t 5 ln t (n, p, T ) 2 t ( p, T )f ginvolves the fluid dynamics of the chromatographic R R M

process. Parameter b is the phase ratio of the 5 A( p, T ) 1 B(T )n
column. The partial molar free energy of solution

(constant p and T ) (2)
DG concerns the thermodynamics of the process.
Given a fixed stationary phase, it is a function of the where n is the number of carbon atoms of the chain
molecular structure of the solute. Formally relating solute. The retention times of the different alkanes
the molecular structure with a macroscopic thermo- are measured on the same chromatogram, so the
dynamic function such as DG is a matter concerning pressure p and the temperature T are constants, the

structural factor n being the unique variable.
*Corresponding author. In an early work, Martin [3] proposed the parti-
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1 Gtioning of DG into a contribution DG independent where m is the chemical potential of the vapor of2

from the chain length, and an average monomeric pure solute 2, hypothetically in an ideal mobile gas
[contribution DG : phase at unit molar concentration. The chemical

potential of the solute in the liquid stationary phase,1 [
DG(n) 5 DG 1 DG n (3) L

m , is that at unit molar concentration with the2

hypothetical behavior of the solution correspondingthis structural interpretation of DG is consistent with
to infinite dilution. These definitions stem from theEq. (2). Replacing in Eq. (1):
usual selection of hypothetical standard states (see

t 5 t 1 exp A 1 Bn (4)f gR M e.g., Ref. [16]), on a molar basis, in linear-ideal
chromatography.where:

We shall consider the free energy of a closed
1 [ Gt DG DGM system at constant volume V and p, T; composed by] ]] ]]A ; ln 2 and B ; 2 (5)S Db RT RT a gaseous solution with N non-interacting total

molecules. This assumption, of an ideal gas phase, isSeveral interpretations of DG were developed in
only applicable to low-pressure GC. This impliestandem with gas–liquid chromatography (GLC) (see

9that k95t /t should remain practically constantR Me.g., Refs. [4–6]). In the field of statistical thermo-
with p [17], condition directly verifiable. Under thedynamics, the efforts by Martire et al. [7,8] are
specified conditions, the chemical potential of arepresentative examples. Specifically, the interest on
component i in the solution is related to the canoni-

DG(n) of n-alkanes persists [9,10].
cal partition function Q, of the system, by [1]:The application of equations with the form of Eq.

(4), but containing non-linear terms of n inside the m ≠ln Qi
] ]]bracket of the exponential, has been focused on the 2 5 (7)S D

V, T, NkT ≠N j±iinecessity of determining t when ionization de-M

tection is used [11–15]. The t calculated byM The chemical potential of the solute in the low
regression, to any empirical expression, has been density phase is then:
designated generically as the ‘‘mathematical gas
hold-up time’’. Recently, it was shown by Lebron- G G G

m G q2 2 2Aguilar et al. [14,15] that certain non-linear func- ]] ]] ]2 5 2 5 lnkT N kT NA Ations of n yield more precise curve fits of the
G Gexperimental data. q q2 r, v, e2The aim of this paper is to present a simplified ]]]5 ln (8)NAtheoretical analysis on the molecular origins for the

deviations from linearity of DG(n) of n-alkanes. Gwhere q is the partition function of the solute2From this simplified theoretical context the expected
molecule in the gas. It can be rigorously separatedphenomenology of the effect is deduced. Recent
into the translational contribution q , and the rota-tresults from the statistical calculations of free ener-
tional–vibrational–electronic, or internal partitiongies in chain molecules are applied. The parameters
function q . Eq. (8) was written for the Avogad-r,v,efrom the regression of experimental t (n) data areR ro’s number of solute molecules N in order toAinterpreted accordingly. The predicted and the ex-
preserve a molar basis for the solute. Electronicperimental behaviors are contrasted.
configurations, at the relatively low GC tempera-
tures, are assumed to be in their fundamental states
[1]. Any variation between electronic densities in2. General
both phases are due to specific interactions, whose
energetic effects will be accounted for from another

The partial molar free energy change DG is the
viewpoint. For this reason, the electronic subscript

difference:
will be eliminated. The translational partition func-

L G
DG 5 m 2 m (6) tion of the molecule, as a non-interacting particle, is:2 2
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G The first term of the sum is the contributionV
21 / 2]q 5 where: L 5 h 2pm kT (9) arising from the isothermal volume work performeds dt 3 22 L along the compression of one mole of the ideal

Gsolute vapor, from V at the low density phase, to them is the mass of the solute molecule and h is2
Lfree volume V in the dense phase. The second termPlanck’s constant. f

is the contribution from the potential energy ofThe treatment of the liquid stationary phase will
intermolecular interactions between the solute mole-be placed in the theoretical context of the generalized
cule and the liquid stationary phase, at infiniteVan der Waals (VW) fluid. In this model, the
dilution. In this term the molecule is considered acanonical partition function for a system of N total
unique spherical rigid interacting particle. Only themolecules [18,19] is given by:
five degrees of freedom of the linear molecule

N NV E1 f t N moving as a whole are considered here. The last term] ] F ]GQ 5 exp 2 [q ] (10)S D3 r, vN! 2kTL arises from the energetic difference, between both
environments, due to the (3n25) internal degrees ofThe theory assumes that the molecules move
freedom of the linear molecule. These variablesindependently in a uniform potential field. The field
describe the molecular configuration and conforma-is generated by the interacting forces between mole-
tion.cules. Due to the independence of movements the

N Rigorously, the last two terms of Eq. (12) cannotform Q5q /N! is retained for a system of in-
be determined separately. As the linear molecule hasdependent particles, but with two modifications [1].
flexibility, the monomers are in some degree in-First, the volume where the molecules can move in
dividual interacting units. Although their motions arethe system is reduced by excluded volume effects to
correlated by the connectivity of the chain, thisa free volume V . For example, in the liquid phasef

L L correlation between two given monomers vanisheswith total volume V and excluded volume U : V 5e f
L rapidly as their separation along the chain contourV2U . Second, a Boltzmann factor (exp2E /2kT )e t

increases [20]. The contribution to DG arising fromis inserted to take into account the resultant inter-
energetic interactions of interconnected monomers,molecular forces. The total potential energy of
and accounting for only the (3n25) internal degreesinteraction E is that between a given molecule (thet
of freedom of the molecule, constitutes the con-‘‘central molecule’’) and the others of the system
formational free energy contribution DG . It isctaken as a sum of two-body interactions. Each
related to the last term of Eq. (12):molecule is considered a unique rigid interacting

Lparticle. Therefore, this term neglects the inner LqDG , exp(2U /kT ) .r, vc 2 cmolecular structure. The last term in Eq. (10) ]] ]] ]]]]]]2 5 ln 5 ln (13)G GRT q , exp(2U /kT ) .contains the partition function q , associated with r, v cr,v 2

the internal degrees of freedom of the molecule.
where U is the two-body potential function, describ-By applying Eq. (7), the chemical potential of the
ing the interaction of the ‘‘central monomer’’ withsolute in the dense phase is:
another particle. The indicated averages are per-

L LL L L q qm G q formed for overall conformations of the solutet r, v2 2 2 2 2
]] ]] ] ]]]2 5 5 ln 5 ln molecule, pondered by their statistical weights, withkT N kT N NA A A

monomers in total interaction. This means we areLVf L simultaneously considering intra-molecular interac-]]5 ln exp(2E /2kT ) q (11)F G3 t r, v2L N tions between bonded monomers, as well as inter-A

molecular interactions between non-bonded mono-The difference between both phases is, by using
mers. The averages involve multidimensional in-Eqs. (6), (8), (11):
tegrations. For each type of monomeric interaction,

LL there will be a particular potential function U. TheqV EDG r, vf t 2
] ] ] ]]2 5 ln 2 1 ln (12) intramolecular interactions between bonded mono-G GRT 2kTV qr, v2 mers are also denominated ‘‘long range intramolecu-
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lar interactions’’ meaning that the interacting pair is nal forces or perturbations. It corresponds to Flory’s
distantly separated along the chain contour, but Q condition in a solution. Q is the temperature at
physically close so the interaction is feasible. which solute–solvent segmental interactions com-

In fact, the first term of Eq. (12) is also linked to pensate the intramolecular repulsion. Then, the mole-
the conformational properties of the solute molecule, cule adopts the unperturbed conformations. The
through the excluded volume U . Although not excluded volume effect vanishes under such con-e

rigorous, we shall preserve the generalized VW ditions, and the monomers behave as punctual par-
partition approximation in this discussion. Its sim- ticles [20].
plicity is specially suited for our present purposes. (2) Extended conformations in a good solvent. In
Several aspects of chromatographic interest can be a solution comprising a good solvent the molecule
pointed out from this formalism. A more rigorous adopts extended conformations with respect to the
partitioning, such as Ben Naim’s and those arising unperturbed molecular dimensions. The expansion of
from the extension of Flory–Huggins lattice theory the molecule is a consequence of the particular
(see e.g., Refs. [21,22]) would not admit a simple solute–solvent monomeric potential function. This
overview. will present an important attractive term. In Ref. [24]

Long range interactions between segments in the expansion of the molecular dimensions is
chain molecules frustrates the possibility of express- modeled by a hard sphere potential function, iden-
ing the potential energy of the molecule as a sum of tified by the subscript hs, avoiding the explicit
contributions associated to each monomer and first representation of the solvent.
neighbors along the chain [23]. The total two-body (3) Intramolecular long range interactions in a
potential energy of a chain molecule has to be poor solvent. In a dense environment, with weak
calculated by summation over all pair interactions intermolecular attractive forces, segments of the
(monomer–monomer and monomer–solvent) in the molecule well separated along the chain contour are
system, considering its connectivity. With such con- brought together. In this way, intramolecular seg-
ditions, the average properties of the system can only ment–segment attractions become feasible. As a
be obtained by means of molecular dynamics or result, a long chain molecule adopts more folded
Monte Carlo (MC) calculations [23]. Contemporary conformations in comparison to the good solvent
advances in MC calculations of chain molecules free condition. The Van der Waals potential function was
energies [24,25] allows an insight into our specific used by Premilat to simulate these intramolecular
questioning, the nature of the DG dependence on n. attractions. The subscript vw will identify the po-

tential function for this specific interaction. Accord-
ing to Flory, two conditions are necessary for the

3. The conformational free energy occurrence of these interactions. Besides the in-
tramolecular segment–segment attraction, a relative-

3.1. Representation of categories of interaction. ly high density is necessary for bringing portions of
The monomeric potential functions the molecule together, by the exclusion effect ex-

erted by the surrounding molecules. This is the result
Herein, we shall refer exclusively to the work by of an energy balance between the entropic trend of

Collet and Premilat [24], who studied three situations the molecule to pervade the available volume, the
for the chain molecule, those earlier described by intramolecular monomer–monomer attraction, and
Flory [20]. the intermolecular exclusion. As an illustration for

(1) The unperturbed condition. In this condition such conditions, Fig. 1 shows the experimental
the monomers are only affected by the preservation critical volumes of n-alkanes as function of chain
of bond lengths, angles and first neighbor rotation length, taken from Ref. [26]. All critical pressures
potentials. These are designated as ‘‘short range are over 46 bar. It can be clearly seen that this is an
interactions’’, and are denoted by the subscript o. additive property for n#5, namely for the alkanes
This condition solely expresses the effect of the where intramolecular interactions are not possible
monomeric connectivity, deprived of any other exter- (dotted line). Five is the least number of methylenes
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this ideal condition the conformational free energy
G is a linear function of n [24,27]:o

G ]o
]2 5 ln q 5G (n 2 2) (14)o oRT

]
where G is an average contribution per C–C bondo

to 2G /RT.o

Collet and Premilat’s results, which are based on
Refs. [28,29], indicate that the conformational free
energy is also a linear function of n in the studied
perturbed systems:

DG G Gp o1p o
]] ]] ]; 2RT RT RT

q ]o
]]5 ln 5G (n 2 2) (15)pqo1p

Fig. 1. Critical volumes of n-alkanes as a function of chain length.
When the carbon number surpasses n55, long range intramolecu- with p5hs for the good solvent and p5vw for the
lar interactions become feasible, playing an important role in the poor solvent condition.
properties of a dense phase.

necessary to form a loop such that the ends of this 3.3. The GLC conformational free energy
part of the molecule can interact. A different be-
havior is observed for those alkanes with n$5, when By definition, intermolecular interactions are non
these interactions become feasible. This fact reveals existent in the ideal gas phase. We shall also neglect
the importance of long range intramolecular interac- intramolecular interactions, due to the low density of

Gtions at a high density, but sufficiently low to the gas. This assumption implies that q 5q .r,v2 o

maintain intermolecular attractions as not dominant. The roles are inverted in the GLC stationary
Intramolecular interactions will be hindered in the phase, with respect to what is usual in polymer
good solvent by the strong intermolecular attractions, science. The solute is a low-molecular-mass sub-
causers of the molecular expansion. stance, while the solvent is a relatively high-molecu-

lar-mass polymer. Notwithstanding, the Q tempera-
ture of the conjugate solution is a parameter reflect-

3.2. The perturbed system ing the segmental thermodynamic interaction in the
system. With few exceptions, we can consider nor-

Short range interactions (o) define the connectivity mal alkanes to be poor or bad solvents for most
of the chain. Then, any practical situation will be polymers used as stationary phases. The poorer the
necessarily the sum of this contribution plus a solvent, the higher is Q of the system, and converse-
perturbation indicated by p. Under the conditions ly for good solvents. At a temperature T ,Q, phase
described in points (2) and (3) in Section 3.1 the segregation is likely to occur, due to the solute–
monomeric potential functions will be: p;hs and solvent repulsion [20]. At T5Q the unperturbed
p;vw, respectively. The total conformational po- condition in the stationary phase solution is accom-

Ltential energy of the molecule is the sum of the plished, then: q 5q . Consequently, there will ber,v2 0

unperturbed term and the perturbation: E 5E 1E . no chromatographic retention at T #Q.c o p

The rotational isomeric state (RIS) model of Flory At temperatures slightly over Q (T .Q ), the poor
[27] is applied to the calculation of the molecular solvent condition is attained. Then, from Eqs. (13)
partition function q in the unperturbed condition. In and (15) we should write:o
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L the last term of Eq. (12). Spyriouni et al. [30]qDG r, vc 2
]] ]]2 5 ln reported an MC calculation for the excess chemicalGRT qr, v2 potential of short n-alkanes (C to C ), dissolved in6 15

C at infinite dilution. The simulation was per-q ] 16o1vw
]]5 ln 5G (n 2 2) (16)vw formed in a low density vapor and in the liquid.qo

These calculations also involve the five degrees of
(ideal poor solvent condition) freedom of the molecule as a rigid particle. Two

reference states were used, the unperturbed con-
It can be expected that as the temperature is dition, and the low density gas retaining intramolecu-

decreased toward Q, no matter what the chemical lar interactions. Whatever the reference state being
composition of the stationary phase, the conforma- used, the results display a linear dependence on n in
tional free energy should tend to universal values, the vapor and the liquid. By applying the Soave–
those given by the theoretical poor solvent. In this Redlich–Kwong equation of state and the ideal gas
condition, intramolecular interactions are dominant. reference, they showed that also a linear function is

]e eThese are governed by the methylene–methylene obtained for the liquid at 450 K: m 5G (n 2 2).2 2

potential function, irrespective of solvent’s nature. From this report it follows that the consideration of
We shall denote this universal limit: ‘‘the ideal poor the five degrees of freedom of the molecule as a rigid
solvent condition’’. particle also leads to a linear dependence of the

When the temperature of the system is raised high calculated free energies. In view of these results, and
above Q (T ..Q ), or the affinity of the stationary those from Premilat’s work, we shall assume a linear
phase for the n-alkanes improves, the actual contri- dependence for the last two terms of Eq. (12):
bution per C–C bond to the conformational free

] L 1energy, that will be represented by the symbol G , qc E r, v DG] ]t 2
]] ]] ]]2 1 ln ; 2 G 1G (n 2 2) 2s dshould depart from the value of the ideal poor G t c2RT RT] qr, v2solvent G . As the molecular dimensions expandsvw

in the good solvent, intramolecular interactions be- (18)
come less important. Premilat’s work shows that for

] 1the good solvent G , from Eq. (15), is extremely where DG is the free energy contribution indepen-hs

low. This means that the difference of conformation- dent from chain length, that accounts for the ordinate
al free energy between the good solvent and the displacements that may exist in the plots of DG orc

unperturbed state is negligible. However, the molec- vs. (n22). This displacement arises, in part, from the
ular dimensions in both conditions differ substantial- energies of rotation concerning hydrogen. These
ly. Then, we can assume for the good solvent energetic contributions are neglected by the united
condition: atoms formalism, which considers the methylene

monomer the least interacting unit.
]DG q ]c o1hs Under the good solvent condition G should bec]] ]]2 5 ln 5 2G (n 2 2) ]hsRT q negligible, while it is expected that G be important.o t

The inverse situation will occur in the poor solvent¯ 0 (good solvent condition) (17)
condition.

MC calculations, described so far, cannot detect
systematic deviations from linearity in the studied

4. The intermolecular energy of interaction for properties. One major problem with these calcula-
the rigid molecule tions is the error arising from the specific MC

sampling techniques. If the deviations from linearity
As mentioned previously, the term E /2RT in Eq. to be determined are too small, within the magnitudet

(12) cannot be determined independently from the of this error, the effect would pass unnoticed. Also, it
conformational free energy. Therefore, its depen- should be remarked that these are first-order per-
dence on n has to be analyzed in conjunction with turbation estimations.
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5. The dependence of the isothermal volume U (n) Ve 2 2 2]] ]work with n ¯ h2F 2 c9F jnS DL VV 1

] 2The aim of this section is the evaluation of the ;G n (20)u

dependence of the first term in Eq. (12) on n. This
term can be expressed as function of volume frac- where the dimensionless function F is composed by
tions in the liquid and the phase ratio of the column: three dimensionless factors describing the mono-

meric solute–solvent interaction: F 5c [12(Q /1L LV V2 U (n)f e T )](V /V ). The first factor c depends on the partial2 1 1] ]]]ln 5 ln S DG G molar entropy of dilution, at infinite dilution. TheV V
second is a function of the reduced temperature T /Q.U (n)e

]]5 ln 1 2 2 ln b (19)S D The third, is the ratio of the monomeric volume ofLV
the alkane solute, V , to that of the interacting2

Consequently, the first task to face is to determine segment of the stationary phase, V . The first term of1
the form of the excluded volume function, corre- Q, in Eq. (20), corresponds to the second coefficient

Lsponding to the solution volume V. in a virial expansion. Fig. 2 shows the two-term
]

approximation of G , plotted as function of theu

5.1. The excluded volume in dilute solutions of reduced temperature. The solute / solvent segmental
chain molecules volume ratio is assumed to be: V /V 50.1, and c in2 1 1

the order of unity. Currently, the methylene will be
The notion of excluded volume effects in solutions much smaller than the structural units of most

of chain molecules does not retain the simplicity stationary phase polymers [e.g., poly-
]

derived from the VW hard spheres. It is a rather (methylphenylsiloxane)]. G has a maximum at:u
21complex thermodynamic notion concerning solute– T u 5 Q / 1 2 c9c (V /V )h f g jmax 1 2 1

solvent interactions. In this evaluation we shall For assumed values, the maximum lies in the
follow Flory’s theory of excluded volume in dilute order of T52Q. This complex behavior implies that
solution [20], in order to deduce the expected if the temperature of the system is raised high above
phenomenology for the effect. It is based on the
estimation of the free energy change taking place
when two distant molecules are brought together to a
given close separation. The free energy associated to
the process of bringing two molecular segments to a
shared volume element is then integrated over the
total volume. It is assumed a Gaussian radial dis-
tribution for the chain segment density around its
center of mass. The estimated free energy is related
to the probability of finding another molecular center
of mass in the vicinity of the central molecule. The
domain where this probability falls to be negligible,
defines the excluded volume. Although the theory is
developed for long coiling chain molecules, the basic
concepts are applicable to our relatively short n-
alkanes solutes, by adapting the theoretical notions to
our specific necessities. The details of the derivations
of final equations are given in Appendix A.

]According to the two-term approximation of the Fig. 2. The theoretical G function from the two-term approxi-u ]theory, the excluded volume per unit solution vol- mation for F(X). This approximation erroneously predicts Gu

ume, at infinite dilution, is: returning to zero at finite high temperatures.
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the Q point, there should be a change in the sign of perimental data t (n) to Eq. (21) or Eq. (22)R
2the temperature coefficient for the excluded volume provides a perfect curve fit with r 51.

effect. The expected monotonically increasing ex-
cluded volume U for better solvent conditionse

(increasing T ) can change to a decreasing function if 7. Discussion of the theoretical consequences
]

the temperature is sufficiently high. Theoretically, Gu

can only return to zero at infinite T, when the We shall analyze here the theoretical behavior of
thermal energy of the monomers is so high that these t (n). These theoretical predictions will be comparedR

are unaffected by the potential barriers. In this with the available experimental information, through
situation these will behave, once more, as punctual the parameters derived from the regressions of the

]
particles. G erroneously reaching zero at finite T /Q experimental data t (n) to Eq. (21). The experimen-u R

in Fig. 2 is the consequence of the limitation tal data to be examined in this discussion will be
imposed by the two-term approximation. The theory restricted to that obtained from capillary columns,

]
expects that G should tend to zero in a bad solvent where the specific surface area is reduced to au

when the temperature is decreased toward Q, and minimum. Packed columns will not be considered, as
should increase for a good solvent. Generally speak- adsorption effects might be important.
ing, at lower Q temperatures for the system, the
greater will be the excluded volume effects and the 7.1. The dependence of t with the phase ratio ofR

deviations from linearity of DG(n). the column

Whatever the rigor given to the treatment of the
partition functions, the isothermal volume work6. Retention time dependence on n
contribution to DG will always be present, leading to
a dependence of parameter A with, 22ln b insteadFinally, by using Eqs. (1), (12), (18)–(20), the
of the classical dependence given in Eq. (5). Weretention time of n-alkanes as function of chain
should remark that in some solution theories thelength will have the form:
volume work is neglected, being viewed as a trifling

t 5 t contribution [21].R M
2 1

1 Since parameter A5ln (t /b )2DG /RT alsoMt DG ] ]M 1] ]]1 exp ln 2 2 G 1G (n 2 2)s d contains the thermodynamic factor DG , in theFS D2 t cRTb assessment of its dependence with the phase ratio we
must correlate regression parameters obtained from] 2

1 ln 1 2G n ; ts dGu M columns with different b, same type of stationary
phase, all measured at the same temperature. In this2

1 exp A 1 B(n 2 2) 1 ln (1 2 Cn ) (21)f g 1way DG is reduced to a constant. Under these
Aconditions, t /e plotted against the phase ratio ofMThis theoretically derived expression is consistent the columns should be a parabola, instead of being a

with the empirical regression equation proposed by straight line in accordance with Eq. (5). Fig. 3] 2Lebron-Aguilar et al. [14,15]. When G n , 0.2, byu presents data, from Refs. [14,15] and from our
taking only the first term in the series expansion of laboratory, for poly(dimethylsiloxane) columns. Al-1

2the logarithm in Eq. (21), this is reduced to : though the b representation will provide a better fit,
2 the curve does not pass through the origin ast 5 t 1 exp A 1 B(n 2 2) 2 Cn (22)f gR M

expected.
C5G is always positive. The regression of ex-n ]

7.2. The behavior of Gu

1 The exposed theory predicts that the excludedThe interpretation of t in Refs. [14,15] is not that given in Eq.M

(22). volume effects should be more important in good
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to be 100 K [31,32], increasing for higher homo-
logues. Table 1 presents values obtained through the
regression to Eq. (21) of published data from Refs.

] 23[14,15]. The order of magnitude of G is 10 .u

On the other hand, normal paraffins are reported to
be non-solvents for poly(oxyethylene) [31,33]. This
means that the point Q for this system is over room
temperature, with the consequent difficulty of de-
termination by limiting viscometry when the low
boiling alkanes are used. But GC retention occurs
over 333 K in Carbowax 20M type columns. Then,
Q for these stationary phases should be slightly
lower than this temperature (Q |323 K). Table 1

]
indicates the values of G for this solvent, againu

using data from Refs. [14,15] (chromatographic
column 9). It can be seen that it is an order lower
than that of silicone at 333 K. Besides, the behavior
with temperature is inverted, with respect to theFig. 3. The ratio of the first regression parameter (t ), from Eq.M
former example. Fig. 4 displays these values, repre-(21), to the exponential of the second (exp A), as a function of the
sented as a function of T /Q, assuming Q 5323 K forphase ratio b of the column. Measurements were performed at the

same constant temperature (333 K) in poly(dimethylsiloxane) poly(oxyethylene).
columns. The type of column and the ratio (diameter /film Comparison of Figs. 4 and 2 indicates a qualitative
thickness) in mm: AT-1 (530/1.2), HP-1 (200/0.33), CPSIL

agreement between the expected and the observed(320/0.43), AT-1 (250/0.25).
phenomenon. Those systems in which Q is such that
2Q lies in the range of chromatographic measure-

]
solvents, at not extremely high temperatures over Q. ment, should present a maximum in G (T ). Thisu]
Therefore, G , or otherwise the order of magnitude would be the case of silicones substituted with nitrileu

of the non-linear term, should be greater on station- or phenyl groups, to an adequate extent. Unfor-
ary phases with good solvating properties for the tunately, there is always a lack of information on low
n-alkanes. This will be the necessary condition for Q points, due to the intrinsic difficulty of its

9more prominent deviations from linearity of ln t (n). determination.R

In principle, a representative example could be given
] 1by the widely used silicone stationary phases. Poly- 7.3. G and DG in the poor solventc

(dimethylsiloxane) solutions in n-alkanes display low
Q temperatures. For C and C it has been reported As mentioned in Section 3 Section 4, the con-6 7

Table 1
Thermodynamic parameters from the regression of experimental t (n) data from Refs. [14,15] to Eq. (21)R

T (K) 1. PDMS, b 5185 2. PDMS, b 5250 3. PEG, b 5250
] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ]1 1 1G 2(G 1G ) 2DG /RT G 2(G 1G ) 2DG /RT G (G 1G ) 2DG /RTu t c u t c u t c

3 3 3(?10 ) (?10 ) (?10 )

333 1.307 0.844 6.309 1.662 0.861 6.380 0.115 0.730 4.773
363 1.138 0.710 6.043 1.138 0.719 6.149 0.360 0.616 4.673
393 0.938 0.600 5.851 0.884 0.606 5.967 0.503 0.526 4.590
423 0.786 0.510 5.709 0.724 0.515 5.827

Columns: 15Poly(dimethylsiloxane) 100%. 25Crosslinked poly(dimethylsiloxane), 5% substitution with phenyl. 35Crosslinked poly(oxy-
ethylene).
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]
The results are: 2G 5 0.433 (extrap. exp.) andc]
2G 5 0.42 (theor.)vw

However, for reasons exposed later, there should
be a discrepancy in the thermodynamic components.
In Ref. [24] these are calculated independently from
DG , and the results are not completely mutuallyvw ]
consistent with the given value of G , as can bevw

seen:

DHc
]]]5 0.846 (extrap. exp.)
RT(n 2 2)

, E .vw
]]]5 2 0.68 (theor.)
RT(n 2 2)

DSc
]]] 5 2 0.413 (extrap. exp.)
R(n 2 2)

DSvw] ]]] 5 2 0.22 (theor.)Fig. 4. Experimental G for poly(oxyethylene) and poly(di-u R(n 2 2)
methylsiloxane) as a function of the reduced temperature. Data
from Refs. [14,15], columns 7 and 9. DCpc

]] 5 1.087 (exp.)R
formational free energy is coupled to the translation-
al term of the interacting rigid molecule, both A major problem with the preceding comparisons

] ]
depending on n: B(n22); 2 G 1G (n 2 2). For can be understood from the plot illustrating thes dt c

this reason, there are no means by which they can be extrapolation of the experimental data of B in Fig. 5.
]

determined separately from GC retention data. When T is raised, the actual G in the solutionc]
Nevertheless, in a poor solvent it is expected that G should be lower than that corresponding to a constantt]
should be reduced to a minimum, while G should be density of vw interactions (the ideal poor solvent).c

the most important; in the order of the theoretical The experimental curve is represented by the filled
universal limit for the conformational free energy: line. The hypothetical curve belonging to a constant
]
G . Since the intramolecular long range interactions density of intramolecular interactions (dashed line)vw

vanish at the Q point, and diminishes when T /Q is should then run over the actual curve, with a slightly
increased, there should be a characteristic range of lower slope at higher T [lower 2DH /R(n22)], andc

T /Q where these interactions are dominant. We will lower absolute value of the ordinate at the origin
indicate this with the superindex vw. We can write: [lower DS /R(n 2 2) ]. There is a greater impact onu uc

the latter. Since errors on the entropic and enthalpic
DG ]c components are mutually compensating, the resultant]]]B ¯ 2 ; 2G 5U Uc vw ]RT(n 2 2) (T /Q ) effect on G will not be important. Obviously, thec]

2G (ideal poor solvent) (23) only way to avoid this problem is by measuringvw

sufficient B points along a narrow temperature
]

With the aim of comparing orders of magnitude interval at T /Q |1.1. The theoretical value of Gvw

for the regression parameters of poly(oxyethylene), should be calculated at the median point of this
the values of B obtained at reported temperatures interval, in order to make a proper comparison,
were introduced into the calculation of its thermo- without the intrinsic problems of the extrapolation.
dynamic components, applying Clark–Glew–Cas- From the preceding comparison in Fig. 5, we
tells method (for details, see Refs. [34,35]). In turn, conclude that the poor solvent poly(oxyethylene)
these were employed for extrapolating B to 433 K, a actually tends to the expected universal theoretical

]
temperature at which G is reported in Ref. [24]. behavior when T →Q.vw
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volume effects in the liquid stationary phase solu-
tion; effects intrinsically related to the non-ideal
behavior of the solution. Whatever the theoretical
context applied to treat them, these should introduce
a non-linear dependence in DG(n). Although the
deviations from linearity are small, the effects are
perfectly detectable by the capillary GLC technique.

Hypothetically, if higher orders of the perturbation
theory could be applied in the statistical calculations
of conformational free energies, this non-linear be-
havior should manifest in this contribution. In this
case, there would be no need to treat it separately, as
done in this paper through the application of the
generalized VW partition function.

The poor solvent constitutes a theoretically treat-
able condition, due to the dominance of intramolecu-
lar interactions. The methylene–methylene potential
function is well established. On the other hand,Fig. 5. Comparison of the experimental curve B vs. 1 /T (filled
solutions in good solvents are more difficult to studyline), of poly(oxyethylene), with the theoretical curve for the ideal

poor solvent (dashed line). The latter is that using the reported due to the unknown specific monomeric solute–
theoretical ,E . and DS values at 433 K from Ref. [24], andvw vw solvent potential functions.
admitting curvature by applying DC in the order of the ex-pvw Finally, we should recommend chromatographersperimental.

not to include n-alkanes with n,5 carbons in the
regression of experimental data, recalling that in-

The results from Ref. [24] indicate that ,E . is tramolecular interactions are discontinued belowvw

the only component to present an ordinate value at pentane. This is the theoretical basis for a well
(n22)50. Therefore, this would be the only contri- known, not always followed, empirical rule.

1bution to DG according to the poor solvent theoret-
ical model. Once more, contrasting with the extrapo-
lated experimental results of poly(oxyethylene) at Acknowledgements
433 K:

This work was sponsored by the Consejo Nacional1
DG ´ ´de Investigaciones Cientıficas y Tecnicas and the]]2 5 4.47 (extrap. exp.)RT ´Comision de Investigaciones de la Provincia de

1
, E . Buenos Aires.vw
]]]2 5 5.73 (theor.)RT

The theoretical model overestimates this contribu- Appendix A
tion.

According to the theory of Flory, the excluded
volume in a molecular basis is:

8. Conclusions 3 / 22p 2 3 / 2 3 3]S Du 5 , r . (Jj ) F(Jj ) (A1)9
Present chain statistic notions can provide the

elements for the interpretation of empirical expres- This equation may be viewed as correcting the
sions applied to the GLC retention of n-alkanes. It proportionality of u with the solute molecular vol-
seems reasonable to assign the origin, for the devia- ume, by the application of the factor XF(X) (X;

39tions from linearity of ln t vs. n, to excluded Jj ). This factor accounts for the solute–solventR
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2 2 2 1 / 2interaction. The molecular dimensions are expressed X52(a 21), where a ;[,r . / ,r . ] . For ao
2through the parameter ,r ., the mean square end- very low expansion over the unperturbed dimensions

to-end distance of the chain in the solution. J is a (a →1), namely when the system tends to the Q

function of the segmental thermodynamic interaction temperature, by using Eqs. (A1)–(A4), the excluded
2 2between the solute monomer of mass m and volume volume is reduced to: u52c (12Q /T )(V /V )n .o 1 2 1

V , and the solvent segment with volume V : At T5Q the excluded volume u vanishes and the2 1

monomers behave as punctual particles.2VQ 2 According to the results of Ref. [24], a for the] ]]S DJ 5 c 1 2 (A2)1 2T m V good solvent (the condition with the strongest ex-o 1

cluded volume effects) is always a ,1.1, in the
where c is related to the partial entropy of dilution.1 range of short chain lengths. Then, X,0.4. Without
In our case, it will correspond to the limiting value at

committing a great error in practical conditions, we
infinite dilution. Function j is related to the ratio of

can approximate XF(X) by taking only the first two
the square of the solute molecular mass (m 5nm ),2 o terms in Eq. (A4). This approximation is shown as a
to its molecular volume measured in terms of

dotted line in Fig. 6.2 3 / 2
,r . :

With the infinite dilution hypothesis, we can
2 23 / 2 neglect the contribution of the solute to the volumem n9 o3 ]]]]]]j 5 (A3)1 / 2 3 / 2 2 3 / 2 of the solution. So this will be mainly given by the2 p , r .

volume of the solvent. Recalling that V is the1
The product XF(X) can be developed through the volume of solvent associated with u, the excluded

series expansion of F(X): volume per unit volume of solution, at infinite
2 3 4 dilution, will be:X X X

]] ]] ]]XF(X) 5 X 2 1 2 1 ..... (A4)3 / 2 3 / 2 3 / 2 2Vu Q2!2 3!3 4!4 2 2] ] ]S D5 2c 1 2 nS D1V T V1This is represented in Fig. 6 as a filled line. X is
42related to a, the expansion of the solute molecule, in VQ 22 4] ]]]]S D2 1.212c 1 2 n (A5)the actual solution, over the unperturbed dimensions: 1 3 2 3 / 2T V , r .1

The first term of the sum corresponds to the
behavior in the vicinity of the unperturbed condition,
as previously described.

The ‘‘characteristic ratio’’ C is defined by:n
2 2C (n);,r . /(nl ), where l is the C–C bondn

length. For extremely long molecules C tends to ann

asymptotic behavior. For short chains C is ann

increasing function of n that can be well represented
by a potential function. This is the point in which the
theory has to be adapted to the short n-alkanes
condition in GLC. If we assimilate the results for the
hs potential [24] to the approximation: C (n)5n

0.4231.5n , applicable in the range of n55 to 40, then
2 3 / 2 3 2.13we may write: ,r . 51.837l n . Furthermore,

we can assume the volume of the solute monomer V2

to be in proportion to the characteristic volume given
by the minimum distance between two interacting
methylenes s . Since the characteristic dimension of22Fig. 6. Filled line: The exact product XF(X) plotted as a function

˚the monomer is taken to be: s 53.94 A52.56lof X. Dotted line: the two-term approximation from the series 22
3

expansion of F(X). [28], we can finally write: V 5cl . Constant c has an2
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